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Abstract
The following article outlines a proposal of a Programmatic Ambivalence as learning path, built from bottom-up
and top-down Agendas (Minimalist/Maximalist) of the Sustainable Development Goals. This discussion is
placed in the framework of the 2030 Agenda, as well as in the challenge of the Anthropocene. The idea of a
Lobby of People is referred for the replication of learning experiences as transformational plans everywhere. To
contribute to the importance of a circulation between bottom-up and top-down construction, challenging
exploratory models through transformed Communities of Practices are presented.
Keywords: programmatic ambivalence, minimalist/maximalist agenda, communities of practices, sustainable
development goals, anthropocene, transformation
1. Introduction: Learning Experiences to Promote the Process of Learning Itself?
This paper is encouraged, firstly, by an analysis of the key documents of the process of preparations for the
post-2015 Agenda and, secondly, by the analysis from the policy document of 2014 that proposed the SDG to the
world (UN 2014) as well as of the final document from September 2015 (UN 2015). Throughout this analysis,
this paper aims to argue that both the preparation of the agenda and the agenda itself represent a learning path
that intends to promote the process of learning to learn everywhere. We propose that the SDGs must not be
handled as the MDGs (a top-down process only), what requires the outstanding change of the mindset for the
essentiality of a circulation between bottom-up and top-down structures. Therefore, we propose a new concept as
well as exploratory ways for implementing it: A Programmatic Ambivalence as a way of processing the
Minimalist/Maximalist Agendas of the SDGs. Elaborated on section two we are going to provide an extended
perception on these circulating ideas and practices.
The Programmatic Ambivalence, expressed in the preparation of and inside the agenda means, in fact, a double
bound process (top-down and bottom-up approach) that must be implemented as a transformational plan to
promote learning experiences for modification processes everywhere. If we agree with all these arguments, this
must be seriously considered by educational institutions at all levels since there will be no more substantial role
than the one of promoting Transformational CoP. Grounded on that assumption, empirical practices throughout
qualitative methods will be shown as to create what we call a Lobby of People (a bottom-up movement with
various learning experiences) as well as transformational plans at all levels for a general learning path in a
cognitive planet. Development went along the history of transformation from a dual process to a global one:
evolving from dichotomies (first vs. third worlds, developed vs. developing) to a thematic global focus with
MDG and finally to a planetary focus with SDG.
Referring to the Agenda 2030 in context of the Sustainable Development Goals, further discussion about the
Conference Rio+20 (13-22 June 2012) is mandatory. This conference represented the take off for the Post-2015
Agenda. The state-members accepted to define universal Sustainable Development Goals and launched the
process for their elaboration in the document that came out of the Conference ‘‘The Future We Want’’. The
challenge of ‘mapping a new path’ and the effort of defining a new global public policy was partly coordinated
with ‘The Secretary-General's High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda’.
The constitution of this panel was announced on the same conference by the Secretary-General at that time, Ban
Ki-Moon.
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The process took two and a half years and by the 4th of December 2014 ‘The Road to Dignity by 2030’ (UN
2014) was presented as the first policy document on the post-2015 agenda. The final policy document
confirming the SDG layout was presented at the UN General Assembly of September 2015 in New York,
wherefore by now it is possible to attain interpretations of what Development means in the Agenda that will lead
us until 2030. For better insight, the following graphic demonstrates the schedule and the preparation documents
of the post-15 agenda.
Table 1. Documents of the post-2015 Agenda (2012-2013)
Schedule

Documents

2012

Report of the UN System Task Team on the Post-2015 UN Development Agenda - Realizing the

January

Future We Want for All – Report to the Secretary-General
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/pdf/Post_2015_UNTTreport.pdf

June

Final document Rio+20 – “The Future We Want. Our Common Vision” – June 2012
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/futurewewant.html

June

Concept Note of UN Habitat (2012). “Sustainable cities and human settlements in the post-2015
UN development agenda. Concept note.
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/1653SustainableCities.pdf
SDSN Report– “An Action Agenda for Sustainable Development”
http://unsdsn.org/files/2013/11/An-Action-Agenda-for-Sustainable-Development.pdf

2013 May

High Level Panel Report- A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty And Transform
Economies

Through

Sustainable

Development.

United

Nations.

http://www.post2015hlp.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/UN-Report.pdf
May

World Economic and Social Survey – 2013
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/wess/wess_current/wess2013/WESS2013.pdf

July

The World We Want: A Million Voices
http://www.worldwewant2015.org/millionvoices

September

Statistics and Indicators for the Post-2015 Development Agenda
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/untaskteam_undf/UNTT_MonitoringReport_WE
B.pdf (finalized in in July)

September

General Secretary Report – “A life of Dignity for all” (delivered in July)
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/68/202

September

Final Document special session UN general Assembly on MDG & agenda Post-2015
http://post2015.iisd.org/guest-articles/leaving-no-one-behind-towards-a-post-2015-development-a
genda/

September

High Level Panel on Global Sustainability Report – Resilient People Resilient Planet. A Future
Worth Choosing

http://www.un.org/gsp/sites/default/files/attachments/GSP_Report_web_final.pdf
Source: Elaboration of the authors
2. Methodology
Our arguments will be placed in three moments. Firstly, through a brief analysis of the agenda preparations,
based on previous researches (Seixas, 2014), where the Programmatic Ambivalence was perceived as a learning
path to respond to the Anthropocene. Secondly, over an interpretation of the SDG documents of 2014 and 2015,
focusing particularly on the evidence of that Programmatic Ambivalence for further discussions about the
meaning of a ‘Transformational Approach’ proposal in the context of the Minimalist/Maximalist Agenda. Finally,
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along a demonstration that the challenge of the Governance of the Resilience within the Anthropocene (Walker
and Salt, 2006: 9; Seixas, 2014) is synonymous to a learning path that must be embodied in all individuals,
organizations and communities as a reframing agenda for social change through Transformational Communities
of Practices (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998; Wenger et al. 2002).
To provide a detailed perception of the announced concepts and projects, we will continue with a precise
discussion on an analytic foundation of the Programmatic Ambivalence in relation to the Minimalist/Maximalist
Agenda.
3. Discussion
3.1 The Programmatic Ambivalence: A transformational approach within the Minimalist/Maximalist Agenda
The Programmatic Ambivalence as a concept contains, in order of a transformational approach, the discussion of
a circulating bottom-up and top-down construct to make progress on the frame of the Sustainable Development
Goals. Referring to the 2030 Agenda it seems more than necessary to target on the challenge of the
Anthropocene within the preparations of a new learning path. Furthermore, a deeper insight to transformational
processes for a better understanding is fundamental. The first global policy for development, the MDG, was built
at a rational of state, perspective and control, therefore within a top-down motivation. In the agenda process of
the SDG between 2012 and 2015, a change in the structure of this top-down procedure took its place as can be
seen in the report of a million voices (July 2015), where people from all over the world shared their ideas about
the conditions and forms for the future development agenda to promote once more that no individual should be
left behind. Hence, transforming our world needs to be a task for everyone, this means that every person and
entity must have an active role on the process, as Julia Guivant summarizes in Ulrich Beck`s Legacy:
,,This would be one of the possible spaces of reflexivity, away from the institutions representing the Nation-State,
especially political parties, and where cooperation could emerge among international institutions (top-down
globalization) and among local actors trans-nationally bonded (bottom-up globalization). Class, as a category of
social change, is replaced by these new social and political actors, who do have the possibility of challenging the
dominant structures while organizing around everyday issues (feminism, environmentalism, anti-war,
anti-nuclear, etc.).“ (Guivant, 2006)
Therefore, a top-down agenda must be linked and connected with a bottom-up agenda: certainly, in a
Programmatic Ambivalence. The connection between the Anthropocene and the Programmatic Ambivalence
origins in a Lobby of People and its circulating structures which enable new planetary coping processes. If in the
MDG momentum change occurs through a process of government and acculturation, we suggest that with the
SDGs there seems to be an awareness of the relevance of governance and enculturation. It is necessary to focus
on the foundation of both phenomena to achieve a broad understanding of the importance of an interrelation
between bottom-up and top-down development under the circumstances of the SDG.

Figure 1. Bottom-Up and Top-Down development
Source: Elaboration of the authors
This two graphics demonstrate the ambivalence between the Minimalist and the Maximalist Agenda. The
Minimalist Agenda operates on a bottom-up development throughout what we emphasize as the Lobby of People.
Several projects arise from people-based constructions, on the grounds of Communities of Practices. Under this
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process of enculturation, a learning experience upon a framework for sustainability emerges. As Walker and Salt
(2006) cite, it is fundamental to demonstrate the progressive role of the actors in the stages of planning,
implementing, monitoring and evaluating learning processes. Therefore, a Lobby of People has the power to
influence the government for a change within stable constitutions. On the contrary, the Maximalist Agenda
operates through a top-down system which is government-constructed, state built and based on acculturation
processes. Therefore, one of the main necessities lies in the debate of a change within change, like an Urban
Acupuncture after Marco Casagrande (Casagrande, 2015). The concept of the Urban Acupuncture emerges from
the idea of small-scale interventions from every individual to transform the larger urban context. The result of
such a revitalization movement (Wallace, 1956) can be seen as a dialogue between the citizens and the
government in order to develop an interacting urban space.
,,This strategy views cities as living, breathing organisms and pinpoints areas in need of repair. Sustainable
projects, then, serve as needles that revitalize the whole by healing the parts. By perceiving the city as a living
creature, thoroughly intertwined, “urban acupuncture” promotes communitarian machinery and sets localized
nucleus ―similar to the human body’s meridians’’ (Casagrande, 2015: 22).
This strategy provides the opportunity for every individual to participate on modifications and development,
interacting on a Minimalist/Maximalist scale. Taking this argument into account, the focus is on local resources
and promotes the ideology of bottom-up interventions to improve the urban area. Such interventions address
both the Lobby of People and the Government. It seems fundamental to deal with sustainability on a small scale
that focuses on bottom-up instead of only on top-down structures. The MDG are considered as state built and
therefore designed for top-down processes, hence, the SDG policy was built on a bottom-up agenda why fore it
should finally be turned into practice. This, therefore, is the Programmatic Ambivalence within SDG. Certainly,
it is obligatory to show the foundation of both phenomena within the debate of the Anthropocene to achieve a
broad understanding of the necessity of an interrelation between bottom-up and top-down development under the
circumstances of the SDG.
3.2 The Anthropocene Challenge and the Programmatic Ambivalence
At the opening of the Rio+20 meeting in June 2012, Ban Ki-Moon presented a short video clip titled "Welcome
to the Anthropocene" as a statement. A new geological era in the history of planet Earth, called Anthropocene,
was under discussion (Zalasiewicz et al., 2008; Zalasiewicz et al., 2011). The Anthropocene as a concept was
recovered by the Nobel Prize winner Paul Crutzen in 2002, succeeding the term 'antropozoico' coined by the
Italian geologist Antonio Stoppani in 1871-73 and Anthropogenesis ideas of changes in the nature referred to by
Paul Marsh in 1864 (Zalasiewicz et al., 2011: 835). The Anthropocene specifically refers to the changes brought
up by humanity since the beginning of the industrial revolution (in the last two centuries) and was summarized
by Zalasiewicz (Zalasiewicz et al., 2008: 5-6) in the following four points: changes in physical sedimentation;
disturbance in the carbon cycle and temperature; biotic change and oceanic changes. The issues of the
Anthropocene are discussed in a broad, interdisciplinary way and are mainly criticized by a Marxist mindset.
Above all, they argue on the foundation of a Capitaloscene (Moore, 2017: 59), considering the crisis of the
Anthropocene as more than just a geological change, therefore, discussing it on a sociopolitical level. From a
humanistic and artistic point of view we can also refer to an Aquatocene which focuses on the phenomenon of
underwater noise pollution created by humankind in the seas and oceans (Sebjanic, 2017). As Andrew Barry and
Mark Maslin from the Anthropocene Working Group argue (Barry and Maslin, 2016), it is more than necessary
to debate the urgency of a new regime of global environmental governance. Furthermore, Žižek (2004: 72)
points out: ,,The Anthropocene is not so much a marker of an epochal transformation but a manifestation of an
era in which democratic political debate has been displaced by a concern with the demands of economic
management and the views of ‘enlightened specialists’ ". Anthropocene's consciousness is concomitant to the
need for new global societal responses to that situation. The debate is far from over, by now the process seems to
be analyzed through the perspective of social sciences. Tickell considers that exactly such societal responses
imply to create institutional means to deal with global problems (population growth, consumer economy, energy
issue, climate destabilization, loss of biodiversity) in a world where society is more interdependent than ever
before (Tickell, 2011). All these issues refer to a need for governance in the context of sustainable development,
what leads us to the ‘resilience thinking’ by Walker and Salt (Walker et al., 2006). The 'resilience thinking'
involves several central concepts such as "thresholds, the adaptive cycle, panarchy, resilience, adaptability, and
transformability" (Pisano, 2012: 6). What Pisano tells us is that the socio-ecological systems are resilient and if
we are to govern such systems, we must adopt a resilience thinking within the framework of that governance:
"The resilience perspective shifts from policies those that aspire to control change in systems assumed to be
stable, to managing the capacity of social-ecological systems to cope with, adapt to, and shape change" (Pisano,
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2012: 6). T
Thus, resiliencce thinking reqquires adaptivee governance following speccific principles: “polycentric
c and
multi-layered institutionns, participation and colllaboration, self-organizationn and netwoorks, learning and
innovationn” (id., 2012: 7).
7 The challennge seems to build a learningg, cognitive society as a respponse to the context
of the Antthropocene. We
W propose thaat this is the rreason for the Programmaticc Ambivalencce in the post-2015
Agenda itsself.

Fiigure 2. A Proggrammatic Am
mbivalence
Source: Ellaboration of thhe authors
The main target of the concept
c
for a P
Programmatic Ambivalence lies in the inteeraction of thee Government with
the Anthroopocene and CoP
C to make a difference forr changing the planet, therefoore dealing wiith socio-ecolo
ogical
consequennces from a bottom-up
b
moovement. The Anthropocenne is a socio--structural prooduct with na
atural
consequennces that requiires answers inn a sense of a political-synccretic social annd political am
mbivalence, so
o, the
Programm
matic Ambivaleence, what couuld make a diffference in the ssocial causalityy. To provide aan effective ch
hange
of the plaanet, every enttity needs to ttake its place – from top-ddown to bottom
m-up. This leaads us back to
o the
necessity of the discussion about thhe Minimalist//Maximalist aggenda to achiieve a transfoormational pro
ocess.
mbivalence onn further learninng paths within the
Additionallly, the debate about the influuence of a Proogrammatic Am
process off transformatioons needs to be outlined. Thhroughout dem
monstrating thee way towards the Programm
matic
Ambivalennce, it is mandatory to point out some of thhe foundationss of the post-2015 Agenda. T
The preparatio
on for
the SDG w
was a much moore participated process thann the one of thee MDG. All thhe documents ffor the groundwork
of the postt-2015 Agendaa present an evvidence of a Prrogrammatic A
Ambivalence inn which, besidees a list of con
ncrete
goals and ttargets, a set of
o reflexive dim
mensions is alsso considered.
Our argum
ment here is thhat this is the eevidence of thhe agenda as a learning pathh itself and thaat the main go
oal of
‘Transform
ming all lives’ may only be aachieved by a ddouble bound process: a closed top-down agenda of con
ncrete
goals and targets assistted by open rreflexive dimeensions that m
may work as an open botttom-up agenda, as
pedagogic guidelines forr change and ggeneral contextts of balance, m
monitoring andd evaluation. IIn this case it has
h to
be referredd that a global artificial intellligence is beinng organized aand that this reequires not onlyy to do what must
m
be done, bbut also to thin
nk about whaat is being don
ne in order to d
do it better. Iff the goals andd targets work as an
agenda forr action, then principles or dimensions w
work as a refllexive agenda and both are the evidence of a
learning exxperience to prromote learninng paths.
Three docuuments amongg others may be presented as manifestationn of the Prograammatic Ambivvalence.
I.

The Reportt of the UN Syystem Task Teeam on the Posst-2015 UN Development A
Agenda prepare
ed for
the Secretaary-General enntitled "Realizinng the Future We Want for All", June 20112. In the summary
it is statedd that the posst-2015 agendda format shouuld be based on concrete goals and tarrgets,
following one
o of the streengths of the MDGs, but shhould be reorgganized into thhree key princ
ciples
(Human Rights,
R
Equalitty and Sustaiinability) as w
well as four dimensions oof a more ho
olistic
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perspective: 1) inclusive social development, 2) inclusive economic development, 3) environmental
sustainability, 4) peace and security.
II.

The High-Level Panel Report - A New Global Partnership: Eradicate Poverty and Transform
Economies Through Sustainable Development (May 2013). It presents a 'Roadmap' for the passage
of the MDG for the SDG. This view is shown as a function of 5 transformative turns and is
complemented by a set of 12 goals and 54 targets. However, the Panel recommends that the number
of objectives and targets agreed in the post-2015 agenda is limited and "SMART": specific,
measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and
time) (2013: 13).

III.

The General Secretary Report – “A life of Dignity for all” (delivered in July and presented in
September). The report states that in order to entrench the sustainable development agenda, it is
necessary to reach an agreement on four grounds: a) a vision firmly anchored in human rights and
values and universally accepted principles, including the Declaration of the Human rights and the
Millennium Declaration, b) a set of goals and targets for achieving the priorities of the agenda, c) a
global partnership for development to mobilize the means of implementation, d) a participatory
monitoring framework to track progress and mutual accountability of all partners. Afterwards, the
report proposes 15 goals and a set of changes and actions to be considered by all countries in a
mutually coordinated manner.

The outline of these three leading reports on the Programmatic Ambivalence direct us to the debate about the
2030 Agenda for sustainable development and its thoughts on the ambivalence between Minimalist/Maximalist.
3.3 The Minimalist/Maximalist Ambivalence Reinforced
Until September 2015, ‘The Road to Dignity by 2030’ was the main policy document of the post-2015 agenda
that we had. This clearly reinforced the Programmatic Ambivalence stated on this paper, institutionalizing a
scheme and requiring an interpretation for it. Remarkably, the final document on the SDG agenda (UN 2015)
does not reproduce the six dimensions scheme. Instead, the resolution and final publication presents the minimal
agenda in the preamble, considering that goals and targets may be comprehensive as action over “areas of critical
importance for humanity and the planet”. These areas are no longer six dimensions as in the 2014 document, but
instead five so-called ‘Ps‘ (People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, Partnership). It seems obvious that a mnemonic
process was put in place as to substitute ‘Dignity’ and ‘Justice’ by ‘Peace’. ‘People’ includes the five first Goals;
‘Planet’ includes de 6th and the 12th to the 16th Goals; ‘Prosperity’ includes the 7th to the 11th Goals and, finally,
‘Peace’ and ‘Partnership’ coincide respectively with the 16th and the 17th Goals. In the following section the
importance of a transformational challenge for Community of Practices in order of a bottom-up / top-down
development within the Anthropocene will be addressed.
4. Results
4.1 Promoting Learning Experiences Everywhere: A Transformational Challenge within Communities of
Practices
Both the preparation of the 2015 agenda and the policy document seem to constitute a kind of cognitive planet.
This means a conscience of the Anthropocene and a process (what may be called a learning path) to respond to
the challenges of the Anthropocene. The learning path is conceived as two ways of thinking that must mutually
interact (the ordinal list and the circular visualization). This is an obvious metaphor of the left and right brain,
means and ends, actions and reflexive thinking and more. The left-brain processes information from the
particular to the whole through a linear approach within an inductive pattern: take pieces of information, put
them in a logical order, reflect on this structured information and reach a conclusion. The right side of the brain
processes from the whole to the parts within a deductive complex, beginning with the answer by examining the
first big picture, not the details (Nielsen et al., 2013). The dominance on the right side emphasizes the purpose
for actions: the "big picture" prepares and absorbs the more detailed information that will come later. Instead,
and complementarily, the dominance of the left side emphasizes the means and targets to achieve bigger goals,
anchoring in real actions believing that the big picture will be clear later. For a better comprehension, the
pursuing graphic pictures the learning path in relation to the concept of the ordinal list and the circular
visualization.
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Table 2. T
The process of a learning experience
Ordinal liist (Left brain
n)

Circulaar visualizatioon (right brain
n)

Top-Down (acchieving, contrrolling)

B
Bottom-up (paarticipation, coollaboration)

from particular to general
g
(Inducttive thinking)

F
From general tto detail (holisttic thinking)

To do whhat must be done

to think aboout what is beiing done

Agenda foor Action (meeans)

Reflexivve Agenda (en
nds)

Actions as self-legitimaated

Purpose as crucial for action

From taargets to goalss

From finaal answers to aactions

Ratioonal process
Source: Ellaboration of thhe authors

Addaptive processs

Therefore,, transformatioonal methodoloogies are a neecessary demannd because if all communitiies are obligated to
turn into aactive learningg entities for tthe opportunityy of embodyinng this transfoormational appproach, educattional
institutions must have a core role onn that process. Hence, we prresent an interrvention in foorm of a proje
ect of
learning ppractices as prroposal on thiis path. To coontinue with tthe debate abbout CoP, the following chapter
prepares ffurther percepttion to the em
mpirical projecct of experimeental exploratoory transformaations held thrrough
qualitativee methods.
4.2 Explorratory Transforrmational Expperiments with Communities of Practices
Throughouut the second half
h of 2015, sseveral exploratory experim
ments towards ppromoting Traansformational CoP
were set uup in different contexts: a sm
mall city; a cittizen science eevent; a collegge courtyard annd a neighborrhood
square. Thhese experiencces were set uup for testingg and improviing a researchh for change m
methodology as to
advertise eeffective Transsformational C
CoP.
Through thhese experiencces two differrent approachees were develooped: the extennded experimeent, carried on
n in a
Portuguesee city (Viana do Castelo, P
Portugal) and tthe ‘Fast Scieence’ experimeent, that was tested in the other
realms (alll in Lisbon, Poortugal), whichh will be shownn in the follow
wing graphics.

IImage 1. The extended
e
experriment: Seniorr and junior ‘G
Good City to Liive’ mapping eexamples
Sourrce: Seixas, P.,, R. Dias, P. Peedeira (2018)
In this verrsion of the prroject, schools are considereed core stages for a citizen aaudit regardingg their own ciity. A
participatoory and collaboorative researcch is carried onn in two differeent school conttexts (a U3A – a university of
o the
third age aand a primary//elementary scchool). The acction-research based on a cittizen science pparadigm prom
motes
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artistic-reflexive works in a three-moments sequence. These moments constitute a continuum in the dialogue,
collectivization and civic consciousness of a citizen audit regarding a specific city. Firstly, each class was divided
in groups and with the task of using artistic techniques in a quite free way to create works on the topic “A Good
City for Living”. Secondly, all the groups present their results mutually and comment on their works first within
their own class and afterwards through a cultural encounter of the two classes. Finally, all the works are
presented to the public through an exhibit in a relevant civic center. In this third phase the fast science version is
also put into place in a public space (usually a city park). Through this process, citizens are considered as
researchers and civic activists in which seniors and juniors became peers to create a reflexive CoP which
projects urban public policies through images and subtitles that expand into oral universes of civic knowledge.
The following graphic shows the fast science experiment to enable a better understanding of its purpose.

Image 2. The ‘fast science’ experiment in a Citizen Science Event (Lisbon, 2015)
Source: Seixas, P., R. Dias (2015)
In this version of the project (an indoor situation; a school courtyard and a neighborhood) we used a portable
table in which we asked to draw individually or in groups a good city/good neighborhood to live in, plus the five
changes that would transform it into better. After the participation of each group, a photo of the activity (drawing
and list of changes) with the participants was printed just in time and given to the group within a frame untitled
‘‘Transformational Plan” as well as with the pattern of the SDG. The aim of the procedure was to create an
ongoing reflexivity, possibly turning into a learning path and, eventually a Learning CoP.
5. Final Remarks
The greatest challenge of the twenty-first century is the governance of the resilience of the Anthropocene,
understood as socio-eco-interdependence. SDG are, therefore, the first global public policy of the Anthropocene.
This paper argues that this first global policy of the Anthropocene intends to present, more than anything, a way
of thinking about the planet: basically, proposing a learning path for a cognitive planet. Furthermore, it seems
patent that this learning path must be used (and for sure improved) to promote all social realms as learning paths:
cities; organizations; neighborhoods; social groups; individuals. Considering this as a ground for action, this
paper presented some reflective visions and methodologies to promote those learning paths.
Between 2012 and 2014 there was an intense debate on the post-2015 agenda and in December 2014 the first
policy document with the proposed SDG came to light. The paper outlines that the debate and its outputs
constitute an evidence of a problem and the exercise of different solutions in articulation.
It is proposed that the take off for this debate and the agenda itself were partly a collective conscience of the
Anthropocene and of a global public policy to respond to it (Seixas, 2014). A Programmatic Ambivalence is
considered to be in action (minimalist & a maximalist approach) in the SDG agenda. According to that, the SDG
document of 2014 - ‘The Road to Dignity by 2030’ (UN 2014) - as well as the final document issued in
September 2015 - ‘Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’ - reinforce such an
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ambivalent approach. It is argued that this ambivalence is an expression of the required “learning path” of
governance through a reflexive double bind (bottom-up and top-down) to promote a ‘transformational approach’.
On this ground, it is suggested that the learning experiences shown by SDG are supposed to have hegemonic
replication through a Lobby of People, challenging us all to the promotion of learning paths elsewhere and
creating transformational Communities of Practice. If the Lobby of People must turn into Transformational CoP
to embody this approach, educational institutions must for sure have a core role on that process as places to
develop research for changing methodologies. Thus, some exploratory experiences are presented as processes to
improve learning path situations for the actual creation of transformational CoP.
We need cognitive cities, cognitive organizations, cognitive neighborhoods. In each of these realms, such a
purpose requires a list of tasks and a big picture through which the purpose may be both rationalized and
visualized. Both these techniques (and eventually others) are part of what transformational plans are. It is
through discussions, elaborations and practices of transformational plans that such CoP are created. The
importance lies in the debate of a bottom-up and top-down development to enable a circulation of a connected
participation between a macro- and microsphere, from people to people, from people to the government and
from the government back to the people. Transformational communities and the Lobby of People are the best
way to path a better future.
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